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The joy of relevant solutions

The artist beams with pleasure as he creates a painting 
on a large canvas.  He lets his imagination run riot, his 

painting. The end product is brilliant. The artist is praised 

everyone can enjoy it.

and creativity are needed to solve complex problems in any 

aspect is precisely what gives an extra dimension to the 

the products: their products.

solutions that matter.
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To the shareholders
Financial statements and dividend

Meetings and activities

and the developments expected in the second year. In the periodic reports mentioned above these prognoses are 

Report of the Supervisory Board
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Report of the Supervisory Board

variable remuneration. These discussions were open and critical. In addition, we discussed the advocated proactive 

remains at a high level.  
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Report of the Supervisory Board

Membership of the Supervisory Board

involvement, interest and contributions to the Supervisory Board. 

 

Remuneration of the Board of Management 

Remuneration of the Supervisory Board 

employees, which have resulted in good growth in revenue and results despite the still hesitant economic recovery. 

The Supervisory Board: 

D.W.J. Theyse 
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Report of the Supervisory Board

Profile of the Supervisory Board

To this end, the Supervisory Board must have a balanced membership combining management experience and 

– developments in society.

 
Details of the Supervisory Board

A. van der Velden (70), chairman, male

 
    on International Issues
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Report of the Supervisory Board

Prof. J.P. Bahlmann (60), vice-chairman, female

adapting organisations in a changing environment.

    Max Havelaar

D.W.J. Theyse (42), female

with listed companies and the related regulatory environment.

M.C. Westermann MBA (58), male

Initial appointment   :  12 May 2009

Supervisory Board memberships : Berenschot





Patrick Scholten

“Developing new 
functionalities for our application 

so we can offer seniors 
the care they deserve.”

André Foeken

“We bring the providers and 
recipients of care closer together. 

Jointly organising care is better for everyone.”



Simple, clear and always available

Cooperation between formal care 
(institutions) and informal care 
(family/friends)

Handy when the carer/nurse visits.

A network with the client centre-stage



*Products of Nedap Healthcare (automation of administrative tasks of care professionals).

Caren* a clear picture for the family caregiver

When is the nurse due to visit dad, mum, grandpa or grandma? What tasks will my relatives or friends 
take on? And when? Carenzorgt.nl, the free care portal of Nedap Health, allows family and care workers 
to jointly organise care for the client. The result: more time for care.

For years, over 40,000 home care employees have been using the Nedap Healthcare planning and 
registration system as part of their daily routine. Carenzorgt.nl closes the circle between clients, family 
and health workers. After all, help from the family is indispensable in caring for parents, grandparents 
or friends. Not only because of the rising demand for care and nurses’ busy work schedules, but also 
because clients feel better with family and friends around. Carenzorgt.nl makes it easy to work out a 
schedule and divide the tasks.

How does Carenzorgt.nl work? Family, friends and acquaintances are invited to join the client’s personal 
health network. Sending messages or sharing information is easy. The diary shows which family  
members are scheduled to do particular tasks and when. Scheduled visits by health workers are also 
indicated. The data in Carenzorgt.nl are automatically synchronised with Ons* planning.

“Carenzorgt.nl makes it easier for family to 
fit care for dad, mum, grandpa or 

grandma into their daily lives.”  



Anne Verjans

“Caren gives health care providers 
the appreciation they deserve. And Caren 

encourages others to do their bit.”

Mike Wolterink

“Ageing calls for smart 
solutions to guarantee good care 

for our near and dear ones.”

Matthijs Langenberg

“Increasing daily job satisfaction 
among more than forty thousand care 
workers. Creating more time for care.”
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Report of the Board of Management

2010 in brief

strengthening the commercial organisation in 2010. 

Supervisory Board and Board of Management
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Report of the Board of Management

Employees and organisation

In 2010, we reinvested the structural savings these changes generated in our organisation into product innovation 

level, we have increasingly higher expectations with regard to continuous learning, creativity, entrepreneurship, 

on inspiring rather than controlling.  
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Report of the Board of Management

Market
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competitors.  

Agri
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Report of the Board of Management

agricultural sector there. 

AVI

construction activities. Fewer projects led to a slight decrease in revenue in 2010. 
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Report of the Board of Management

Education

was stable in 2010. Spending cuts meant that there were almost no new projects in the Dutch education sector. 

Election Systems

voting method.  



Sharon Beening

“Knowledge and culture are so very important.
Now library staff can get back to spreading 

their passion for books.”

Wouter Klunder 

“Thanks to our systems, 
libraries can stay open 

even in tough economic times.”



Simple, unmanned operation

Accessible to everyone 

Fits any location such as a supermarket,  
nursing home or petrol station



The Smallest Branch*
‘“Everything of value is vulnerable,” the Dutch poet Lucebert once said. In many countries libraries are 
under pressure. The number of paying members is declining. Meanwhile, the internet and e-readers are 
displacing printed books. Libraries are being forced to cut back or even close their doors.

The Smallest Branch from Nedap Library Solutions is helping make our important cultural heritage  
resilient and more alive. With the automated bookcase, books can be borrowed and returned ‘at any 
street corner’ without requiring any staff. All the Smallest Branch needs is a location with a plug and an 
internet connection, such as the neighbourhood supermarket, cultural centre, hospital, nursing home, 
petrol station or sports canteen.

The Smallest Branch works in virtually the same way as a traditional library. You simply insert your  
member card to unlock the door and make your choice from a selection of about 120 books.  
After selecting the books and closing the door, the bookcase issues a receipt. Meanwhile, using RFID  
technology, the intelligent bookcase has linked the borrower to the borrowed books and sent the data to 
the central Library Management System. As soon as the books are returned, the system is updated.

“Mini library branch 
brings books closer 

to people”

*Product of Nedap Library Solutions (RFID self-service systems for libraries).

The bookcase attracts people and gives community life a fresh impulse. This means The Smallest 
Branch helps keep small village centres viable and allows books to be borrowed and returned at  
retirement/nursing homes 24/7. Wherever people are unable to visit a library, The Smallest Branch 
brings the books closer to them. For everyone who wants to widen their world through books.



Stefan Henzen

“Automated borrowing and returning 
of books creates time to turn 

libraries into meeting places.”

Lieuwe Roosenschoon

“If people can no longer get to 
the books, you have to get the 

books to the people.”
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Healthcare

that supports the entire healthcare logistics and administration process.  

prospects.

Library Solutions
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Report of the Board of Management

align their services better to public demand.  

around the world will increase. Our new product line has strongly improved our competitive position, and we 

Locker Management Systems
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Report of the Board of Management

Power Supplies

ceilings, such as logistic centres, cold stores, hangars and large retailers. 
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Report of the Board of Management

Investments in product development and in the commercial organisation have resulted in excellent starting 

Retail
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Report of the Board of Management

Security Management
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Report of the Board of Management

Specials

in revenue expected in that period.

CIMPL 

Inventi
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Report of the Board of Management

developed by Inventi.  

to achieve the desired cost level at Inventi. However, we expect to achieve our cost target in this area in 2011 by 

is essential to developing new products.

New Business

now has ensure a considerable acceleration in the development process. The common practice in this context is 

assessment.  

Financial

production and logistics processes. 
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almost entirely explained by the increase in revenue.  

 

more than was amortised. 
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Outlook 

revenue and results. 

the past. 





Lisette Leurink

“You see our animal-friendly 
solutions applied all over 

the world.”

Jan Stekelenburg

“Very soon, digital technologies 
will enable enhanced animal recognition, 

which is good for animal welfare.”

Gerard Weijers

“Harnessing technology to use resources 
more efficiently helps our customers 

continue providing the growing world 
population with affordable food.”



Lactivator*
When a cow is in heat, it is more restless than a cow outside the fertile period. Nedap Agri’s advanced  
Lactivator step counter keeps track of every movement, so farmers no longer need to keep a close eye on 
each member of the herd. It is much easier to carry out this labour-intensive observation task via the  
computer. Thanks to pure 90% heat detection, the Lactivator predicts the optimal insemination moment.

The software provides relevant management information about the condition and health of individual 
cows. The farmer achieves more efficient production, a better result and a healthier herd with less effort.

90% heat detectionHigher yield per cow 

Simple to attach to neck or leg

Healthier herd

“No matter how big the herd, the farmer 
immediately spots cows requiring extra attention.”



Maximum freedom of movement

Saving feed and cutting labour hours

Individual feeding at the right time

Pig Feeding Station*
The Nedap Agri Pig Feeding Station enables pregnant sows to be kept in groups while ensuring that 
each individual sow receives the right amount of feed. Allowing the animals to move freely in a  
spacious stall improves the animal’s welfare, while enabling the pig farmer to maintain or even  
improve the production of piglets.

Sows can use the Pig Feeding Station in large and small groups. When a hungry sow arrives at the 
feeding station, it is electronically detected and the optimal amount of feed is dispensed for the sow 
to enjoy at leisure. The management-by-exception software reports any unusual circumstances to the 
farmer, allowing him to take immediate and targeted action.

*Products of Nedap Agri (automation, management and information systems for dairy and pig farming).     

“The Pig Feeding Station promotes animal wel-
fare and helps farmers work more efficiently.”



Jan Bruggers

“I see the beneficial results of 
our knowledge of animal-friendly 

feeding stations and stall designs in 
every continent of the world.” 

Chris Gerritsen

“Cattle farmers not only have a lighter 
workload but get better results – which 
means more attention for the animals.”

Jacqueline Schuurmans

“Thanks to the interaction with 
cattle farmers, I can develop software that 

provides exactly the right information.”
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Consolidated balance sheet at 31 December   
2010 2009

 €
Assets   
 note
Non-current assets

1 42,914  43,414
Intangible assets 1 7,925  
Investment in associate 2 2,537  2,222

3 472  
4 3,100  3,911

   56,948 
Current assets
Inventories 5 21,635  
Income tax receivable  1,489  1,248
Trade and other receivables 6 28,533  22,423

7 4,367  

   56,024 

   112,972 
Equity and liabilities

Equity
Share capital 8 669
Statutory reserves  8,072  

35,854  38,039

  44,595  

8,718  

   53,313 

129  149
47  

   176 

   53,489 
Non-current liabilities

9 17,030  
10 540  
11 1,556  2,292
12 3,393  

  22,519  
Current liabilities

9 241  
13 15,356  13,019
11 764  

Warranty provision 14 710  
Income tax payable  63  
Taxes and social security charges  3,470  
Trade and other payables 15 16,360  

  36,964  

Total liabilities   59,483 

   112,972 
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Revenue 16  133,558 

44,552  
–/–   1,295  

Subcontracting and other external costs  34,500  
Salaries  34,245  
Social security charges 17 5,941  
Depreciation and amortisation 18 7,479  

1 378  
 22 –

–/–   2,863 

Total operating expenses   122,937 113,210

Operating profit   10,621 1,981

Financing income  146  111
Financing expenses  –/–   1,133  

187  

Net financing expenses   –/–      800 

19   617 

Profit before taxes   10,438 
 
Taxes 20  1,673 

Profit after taxes   8,765 1,114

8,718 
21  47 

Profit after taxes   8,765 1,114

8  6,692,920 

1.30 
1.30 

Consolidated income statement
2010 2009

 €
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Consolidated cash flow statement   
2010 2009

 €

Cash flow from operating activities
8,765 1,114

Depreciation and amortisation  7,479  
378  

–/–      110  
–/–                7  14

800  1,084
Income taxes  1,673  

   10,213
Movements in associate: 

–/–      617  
Dividend received and other movements  302  312

   –/–      315

Movements in trade and other receivables  –/–    6,107  
Movements in inventories  –/–    2,917  
Movements in taxes and social security charges  444  1,004
Movements in trade and other payables  599  

232  
Movements in warranty provision  –/–       86  

   –/–     7,835

Interest paid  –/–    1,226  
Interest received  143  
Income tax paid  –/–      327  

   –/–     1,410

   9,418 
Cash flow from investing activities

–/–    6,073  
–/–    2,932  

263  

   –/–     8,742 
Cash flow from financing activities

–  –
–/–      237  
–/–       77
–/–      937   12,382
–/–      778  

   –/–     2,029 

Movements in cash and cash equivalents and banks   –/–     1,353  10,134

–/–     9,658 
22 19

–/–    10,989 
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Consolidated statement of changes in equity

     
     

    attributable attributable non- 
 share statutory  to share- to share-- controlling total
 capital reserves reserves holders holders interests equity

 

             12,481
  1,392 –  –  

 33   33  33

Dividend             1,014
120 –  – 

  

 

 2010 2009

 €

7,858 
345 393
131 

Total 8,072 
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements 

Accounting Policies

General

adoption.

 

separate company income statement.
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Basis for consolidation

 
    1 January 2011

Dormant companies are not listed.

terms that are comparable to those governing transactions with third parties.

Foreign currency 

translated into euros: assets and liabilities are translated at the exchange rate ruling at the balance sheet date, 
income and expenses are translated at the average exchange rate. Translation gains and losses on participating 

income statement.
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Financial instruments
Non-derivative financial instruments 

Derivative financial instruments

Property, plant and equipment

costs.

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

The annual depreciation rates are:

Intangible assets
Research 

Development

developed.
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Impairment

higher than the carrying amount that would have been recognised had the impairment not been recognised. The 

Associate

Deferred tax assets

the rates prevailing on the balance sheet date, and are recognised at nominal value. 

Inventories

Statutory reserves

Non-controlling interests

consolidated company concerned. 

Provision for employee benefits (pension and early retirement scheme)
Defined contribution pension scheme 

the income statement in the period to which they relate.
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Defined benefit pension scheme  

income securities.

method.

Early retirement scheme

Deferred tax liabilities

the balance sheet date, and recognised at nominal value. 

Warranty  
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Revenue

discounts granted.

service contracts are billed in advance, these amounts are recognised in the balance sheet as amounts received in 

Financing income and expenses

and losses on interest rate swaps. Financing income and expenses are recognised in the income statement using 

Taxes

 
Cash flow statement
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Financial risk management

Credit risk

Liquidity risk

necessary.

Market risk

rates, and interest rates.

Exchange rate risk 

Interest rate risk

Capital management

companies.
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Segmentation

the expertise, creativity and entrepreneurialism that the company has built up in the past decades.

New standards and interpretations not yet adopted
 



Wouter Kersteman

“As a designer of AEOS 3.0, 
I translate innovative technology 

into user-friendly software.”

Anton Kuip

“Creating a safe environment starts 
with correctly identifying the individuals who are 

present on-site; our systems do this while 
respecting the privacy rules.”

Susanne Adriaanse

“Invisible safety of people and 
possessions contributes to a 

pleasant working environment.”



No traffic jams

Driver and vehicle identification

Adjustable reading distance

Reliable measurement up to 10 metres

AVI (Automatic Vehicle Identification)
There are currently more than 750 million motorised vehicles in the world and this number is expected 
to double in the coming years. In a society where safety is a growing issue, the ultimate challenge is to 
safeguard both safety and mobility. Automatic vehicle identification is a vital tool for achieving this. 
 

Nedap AVI supplies RFID readers that can recognise both the vehicle and the driver at a distance of up 
to 10 metres. The data are immediately processed to determine whether the vehicle and driver are to 
be granted access. If so, the barrier or gate opens. Vehicle recognition without delay and with  
maximum comfort! 

“Making things easier for one, but more difficult for the 
other: that calls for intelligent, integrated technology.” 



AEOS*
New-Style Working is a rapidly spreading social trend. Anytime, anywhere, anyplace is the watchword, 
which effectively means that anyone within an organisation can use any workstation anywhere. This calls 
for a highly sophisticated safety concept, and poses a huge challenge for every security manager.

Nedap Security Management creates a balance between openness and security. AEOS systems for  
security management use smart technology for the user-friendly protection of modern working  
environments. The AEOS Security Controller enables various security functions, such as access  
authorisation, burglary detection and video observation, to be combined on a single controller. A safe and 
secure productivity-enhancing investment. 

e

Effective camera surveillance

Clear overview of all reported incidents Management of people flows

Broad access with a single card

*Product of Nedap Security Management (systems for access control, payments, fire and burglary reports, surveillance and biometrics). 



Koen Hobbelink

“Nedap City Access turns city 
centres into attractive shopping 

precincts, pleasant residential areas 
and vibrant economic zones.”

Ben van Zon

“The challenge is to translate 
high-grade technology into 

user-friendly and secure solutions.”

Jan Hofman

“Our solutions respond to 
social trends: safety starts 

at the factory gate.”
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amortisation, 
depreciation and

movements in 2009:

completed assets

amortisation and  

 

amortisation, 
depreciation and

movements in 2010:

completed assets

amortisation and 

amortisation, 
depreciation and  

Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets1

land and 
buildings

plant and 
machinery

other 
equipment*

under con-
struction and 
prepayments

total property, 
plant and 

equipment
intangible 

assets
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Foreign currency translation gains and losses are ignored, given their small amount.

2 2

recognised relating to three projects whose development costs have been capitalised.

 2010 2009

 € 

46,980 
1,531 

Spain              1,913
294 192

other countries 121 

total 50,839 49,812

Investment in associate

 2010 2009

 € 

net asset value at 1 January 2,222 
617 

dividend received –/–      250 
other movements –/–       52         13

net asset value at 31 December 2,537 2,222

revenue 19,777 
expenses 18,543 

1,234 
total assets at 31 December 14,103 
total liabilities at 31 December 9,029

Transactions with associate:

7,143 

2
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Deferred tax assets

 2010 2009

 € 

balance at 1 January 643 
movements –/–      171 38

balance at 31 December 472 

Employee benefits

 2010 2009

 € 

56,879 49,804
53,080 

 3,799 

unamortised actuarial gains and losses 699 

3,100 3,911

Movements in the plan assets:

balance at 1 January 49,804 
contributions paid in 1,138 

–/–             850
expected return on plan assets 2,196 
actuarial gains and losses 4,591 134

balance at 31 December 56,879 49,804

12,375 10,802
42,834 39,404

other 1,670

 56,879 49,804

3

4
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 2010 2009

 € 

Movements in the obligations:

balance at 1 January 44,746 40,189
service costs and interest 3,687 3,494

–/–             850
contributions paid in by members 458 

–
actuarial gains and losses 5,039 

balance at 31 December 53,080 

service costs 1,248 
interest costs on the obligations 2,439 2,320
expected return on plan assets –/–     2,196

These costs are recognised as social security charges 1,491 

these expenses are recognised in restructuring expenses –

total 1,491 

 2010 2009 

 € 

56,879 
53,080 

3,799 

 
at the reporting date:
 2010 2009
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Inventories

 2010 2009

 € 

raw materials and components 10,377 9,098
1,720 1,932

products 9,538 

total   21,635 

Trade and other receivables

 2010 2009

 € 

trade receivables 23,976 
amounts owed by associate 1,554 1,041
other 3,003 

total   28,533 22,423

 2010 2009

 € 

balance at 1 January 186
withdrawals –/–       97
additions 1

balance at 31 December 90

5

6
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Cash and cash equivalents

 2010 2009

 € 

cash 13 14
4,354 

total 4,367 

Share capital

Loans

 2010 2009

Type of loan Nominal interest rate Maturity date € 

14,000 14,000
2,175

178
918 988

Balance at 31 December 17,271

241

14,900
2,130 2,402

8

9
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Derivative financial instruments

 2010 2009

 € 

balance at 1 January 727
valuation movements –/–             187 291

balance at 31 December 540

Employee benefits

 2010 2009

 € 

2,320 2,899
764 

Movements in the obligations:

balance at 1 January 2,899 
service costs and interest 46 

–/–             625

balance at 31 December 2,320 2,899

 2010 2009

 € 

service costs 7
interest cost on the obligations 39

46

 2010 

 €   

2,320 
 
 

10

11
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 2010 2009

 € 

Deferred tax liabilities

 2010 2009

 € 

1,161 481
intangible assets 1,953 

–/–       81
inventories 103 
receivables –/–      149 
provisions 406 

balance at 31 December 3,393 

 2010 2009

 € 

balance at 1 January 1,867 1,101
1,526 

balance at 31 December 3,393 

Bank overdrafts

12

13
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Warranty provision

 2010 2009

 € 

balance at 1 January 796
withdrawals –/–         1,164
additions 1,078 1,102

balance at 31 December 710 

Trade and other payables

 2010 2009

 € 

trade payables 4,409 
201 

prepayments 3,406 3,141
payable to associate – 13
other payables 8,344 

total   16,360 

Off-balance sheet obligations

  > 1 year and > 5 years and
 < 1 year < 5 years < 10 years

2010:

2009:
building rental 0.3 0.3 –

 

14

15
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Two group companies lease their vehicles.

Related parties

Revenue

 2010 2009

 € 

products, systems and installations 120,762 
services 12,796 

total 133,558 

58,306
18,952 14,011
41,373

9,459
other countries 5,468 4,983

total 133,558

Cost of research and development

 2010 2009

 € 

total costs 12,826 11,383
1,404 

capitalised costs –/–         2,932
subsidies –/–         1,616 

total 9,682 9,111

16
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Average number of employees

 2010 2009

555 
67 
10 3

total 632 

Social security charges

 2010 2009

 € 

1,537 
62 

other social security charges 4,342 

total 5,941 

Board of Management’s remuneration

 basic variable pension-
 income remuneration costs total

2010

2009

 

17
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Supervisory Board’s remuneration

 2010 2009

 € 

30 30
22 22
15 –
22

7 22
7 22

Amortisation and depreciation

 2010 2009

 € 

development costs 1,026 
buildings  1,307 
plant and machinery 1,550 

3,596 

total 7,479 

Restructuring costs

 2010 2009

 €  

Share of profit of associate

18

22

19
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Taxes

 2010 2009

 € 

9,821 

income tax 310 
1,363 

total income tax 1,673 

 2010 2009

 € %  

Income tax based on  
the Dutch tax rate 2,504 25.5 
change in domestic tax rate –/–             22 –/–           0.2

 
subsidiaries 54 0.5 

32 0.3 
–/–             714 –/–           7.3 
–/–             181 –/–           1.8 

total 1,673 17.0 

Profit attributable to non-controlling interests

20

21
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Assets 
 note
Non-current assets

1 33,534
Intangible assets 1 7,858
Financial assets  2 11,100  11,018

3 2,691

   55,183
Current assets
Inventories 4 15,012
Trade and other receivables 5 25,389

6 353

   40,754 

   95,937 88,034

Equity and liabilities

Equity  7
Share capital  669
Statutory reserves  8,072

35,854  38,039

  44,595  

8,718  

   53,313 

Provisions 8 6,255  

Non-current liabilities 9 14,326  

Current liabilities 10 22,043  

Total liabilities   42,624 

   95,937 88,034

Income statement of Nedap N.V.

 2010 2009

 € 

3,165 1,840
Other net results   5,553

8,718 
 

Balance sheet of Nedap N.V. at 31 December  
1,000 2010 2009

 € 
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Notes to the financial statements of Nedap N.V.

Accounting policies

cost.



Bart Willemsen

“I combine freedom with  
responsibility and make sure  
my efforts produce results.”

Bram van Oort

“Households generating their own energy, 
while energy companies only cover the dips in supply: 

now that’s what I call a revolutionary transformation.” 



PowerRouter*
‘You’re in charge,’ promises the PowerRouter and it does not disappoint. This attractively designed 
piece of technology turns the consumer into an independent energy producer. The PowerRouter  
collects energy from wind turbines or solar panels, and distributes it for direct use, storage or sale to 
the energy company or neighbours. 

Energy saving alone will not prevent our fossil fuel stocks from running out. So renewable energy is a 
welcome prospect for the future. The PowerRouter from Nedap Power Supplies paves the way for the 
integration of these energy flows into our energy network. The PowerRouter also helps adjust the 

Using solar power more efficiently

In-house energy storage is now possible

Smart management of your green energy

Generates energy where no power is available

“Manage your own 
energy supply.”



growing imbalance in energy supply and demand. And this, in turn, can be instrumental in avoiding 
enormous investments in the expansion of the grid.

The PowerRouter enables users to link their own energy sources together to achieve a stable and  
sustainable energy supply for their homes, neighbourhoods or businesses. Besides enhancing their  
security of supply and freedom, this also reduces their CO2 footprint. Via a personal web portal, the 
PowerRouter provides insight into energy generated and consumed as well as into the user’s energy 
savings and contribution to CO2 reduction. This is also where you can find the knobs to turn on and  
manage your own energy network.

A building block for smart grids

Green instead of grey energy

You're in charge of your own energy

*Product of Nedap Power Supplies (electronic controls based on power electronics for e.g. lighting and autonomous energy systems). 



Gerard Zennipman

“Having a PowerRouter on a drilling rig or a 
remote broadcasting tower eliminates the 

need for refilling diesel generators.”

Anne-Pieter Haytema

“As the first owner of 
a PowerRouter, I was able to give 
useful input for improvements.”

Paul Kamphuis

“The PowerRouter’s modular concept 
makes it revolutionary; so you’re 
always prepared for the future.”
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Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets1

land and  
buildings

plant and  
machinery

other  
equipment*

under con-
struction and 
prepayments

total prop-
erty plant and 

equipment,
intangible  

assets 

amortisation,
depreciation 

movements in 2009:

completed assets

amortisation and 

 

amortisation,
depreciation

movements in 2010:

completed assets

amortisation and 

amortisation, 
depreciation
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2 2

recognised relating to three projects whose development costs have been capitalised.

Financial assets

 2010 2009

 € 
Subsidiaries:

value at 1 January 8,796 
additions –
result 2,393 

–/–         2,255
movement in amounts owed by subsidiaries –/–             362              

15 31
other movements  –/–              17

value at 31 December 8,570 

new loans granted to subsidiaries 72
loan repayments by subsidiaries –/–              79              232

total value at 31 December 8,563 

has been provided on immovable property in relation to the above loans. 

 2010 2009

 € 

value at 1 January 2,222
result 617

–/–             250              299
other movements  –/–              52

value at 31 December 2,537 2,222

total Financial assets at 31 December 11,100 11,018

2
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Employee benefits

 2010 2009

 € 

54,223 
50,007 42,323

 4,216 

unamortised actuarial gains and losses 1,525 

2,691 

Movements in the plan assets:

balance at 1 January 47,663 42,898
contributions paid in 864 

–/–             850              
expected return on plan assets 2,092 
actuarial gains and losses 4,454 199

balance at 31 December 54,223 

11,797 10,338
40,834 

other 1,592              

 54,223 

Movements in the obligations:

balance at 1 January 42,323 
service costs and interest 3,410 3,213

–/–             850              
contributions paid in by members 403 389

–              482
actuarial gains and losses 4,721 

balance at 31 December 50,007 42,323

3
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 2010 

 € 

54,223 
50,007 

4,216 

the pension plan.

Inventories

 2010 2009

 € 

raw materials and components 7,726 
1,055 1,484

products 6,231 

total   15,012 

Trade and other receivables

 2010 2009

 € 

income tax receivable 1,411 
trade receivables 11,899 9,489
amounts owed by subsidiaries and associate 10,158 
other 1,921 

total   25,389 

balance at 1 January 7 –
withdrawals –/–                  7 –
additions –

balance at 31 December –

4

5
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Cash and cash equivalents

 2010 2009

 € 
 
cash 9 9

344 

total 353 

Equity

Provisions

 2010 2009

 € 

2,320 2,899
3,326 1,814

warranty 609

total 6,255 

Employee benefits

6

7

8
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Deferred tax liabilities

 2010 2009

 € 

1,161 481
intangible assets 1,953 

–/–       81
inventories 103
receivables –/–      216
provisions 406 

total 3,326 1,814

balance at 1 January 1,814 
1,512 

balance at 31 December 3,326 1,814

Warranty provision

 2010 2009

 € 

balance at 1 January 712 
withdrawals –/–         1,070
additions 967 1,004

balance at 31 December 609 

Non-current liabilities

 2010 2009

 € 

loans 14,000 14,000
326

total 14,326

9
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Loans

Derivative financial instruments

Current liabilities

 2010 2009

 € 

10,838 
taxes and social security charges 1,458 
trade and other payables 9,747 9,080

total 22,043 

Bank overdrafts

Trade and other payables

 2010 2009

 € 

trade payables 2,413 2,214
169 

prepayments 1,135 894
other payables 6,030 

total 9,747 9,080

10
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Off-balance sheet obligations

Audit fees

 2010 2009

 € 

141 119
other services 7

total   148

  D.W.J. Theyse
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Statement pursuant to Section 5:25c(2c) of the Financial Supervision Act 
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Independent auditor’s report

Report on the financial statements

Management’s responsibility

 
Auditor’s responsibility

opinion.

Opinion with respect to the consolidated financial statements
 

 

Opinion with respect to the company financial statements

Other information
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Other information

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
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Other information

Provisions of the Articles of Association concerning the appropriation of profit in 
accordance with Article 45

Appropriation of profit

 

Branches





Stefan Bernards

“Thanks to our solutions, companies can cut costs 
and improve their ecological footprint; 
that gives me a real sense of pleasure.”

Hannie de Graaf

“Our products help reduce 
child mortality; that makes me 

proud of my work.”

Jeroen Harmsen

“As the current demand for energy is 
unsustainable, finding solutions gives 

my job an extra dimension.”



Naïade*
Naïade*
Named after a Greek water nymph, Naïade provides safe drinking water for small communities in places 
where this basic necessity of life is unavailable. Compact and easy to ship to disaster areas or remote 
locations, Naïade can be up and running within a half-hour. In 250 community projects around the world, 
Naïade is reducing people’s risk of contracting life-threatening diseases.

The low-maintenance device has a useful life of seven to ten years. Surface water or pump water is fed 
in at the top, seeps through a rough and fine filter, after which a built-in UV light unit deactivates the 
disease-carrying bacteria in the water. Thanks to the solar collector, no expensive infrastructure is  
required. Even a child can operate the Naïade to protect itself and its family from cholera, dysentery and 
diarrhoea. Naïade thus lays the foundation for a healthy society. 

Green, sustainable and CO2 emission-free 
water purification

Low costs    

4,500 litres 
a day

costs less than 
    2 per person 
per year

under 30 mins.

Quick and easy to install

Works everywhere at any time



Luxon*
Lighting accounts for 25-40% of an average building’s power costs. Major power users include aircraft 
hangars, garden centres, large retail stores, warehouses and production halls, where High Intensity 
Discharge lamps (HID) are used because of their enormous light output. Switching from a  
conventional magnetic ballast to efficient electronic Luxon-HID equipment from Nedap Power  
Supplies immediately leads to a 10% reduction in energy costs.

As a second step, the electronic lamp-driver equipment increases the light output of the HID lamps 
during their lifetime. Thanks to a more controlled power supply, the core of the lamp turns black less 
quickly. As a result, Luxon makes life easier for the architect by reducing the need for stringent  
lighting plan specifications. Combined with the dimming function and wireless control via sensors and 
software – the third energy-saving step – this enables a significant cost reduction of up to 65%. So the 
investment is recouped at the speed of light.
 

Lower lighting costs

Greater light output 
and longer life

Dimming and motion 
activation options

Carbon Footprint Reduction

*Products of Nedap Power Supplies (electronic controls based on power electronics for e.g. light and autonomous energy systems).  



Paul de Reus

“Every visit to countries where our Naïade is 
being used brings the importance of clean 

drinking water home to me.”

  Martin Gotink

“Our solution reduces the energy 
costs for lighting by 65%. 

Now that gives me energy!”

 René Ooijman

“It gives me great satisfaction 
that our products meet 

the highest safety 
and quality standards.”

Richard Hogenkamp

“Our customers see our technical solutions as 
useful and are keen to invest in our products: 

that stimulates my motivation.”
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Operations 

133,558

Salaries and social security charges 40,186

10,621
8.0

800

8,765 1,114 13,884 14,300 12,424
 19.7

6.6

7,857

 16,622

 143

Profit appropriation

6,559
2,159

47
     

Per share van € 0.10      

2.48
1.30

Dividend 0.98

Highest price 24.59
16.69
24.00

18

Number of employees

652
632

Five-year summary

2010 2009 2008

Miscellaneous
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Miscellaneous

2010 2009 2008

Financing 

Share capital 669
43,926 

44,595 

 
to shareholders 8,718 
 

129 149 138 138 138
 

47 

53,489 

22,519 

36,964 

Total 112,972 

39.5 

Utilisation of capital     

56,948 

Inventories 21,635 
Trade and other receivables 30,022 

4,367 

56,024 

Total 112,972 

9,038 

16.2 

7 8 8 8 8

1) equity excluding undistributed profit
2) cash flow is the profit after taxes plus depreciation
3) added value per employee is total revenue and movements in inventories less the cost of materials divided  
 by the average number of employees
4) 6,692,920 shares are in issue.
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Miscellaneous

Companies and management

 

N.V. Nederlandsche  
Apparatenfabriek “Nedap’’

2 

 Market groups

39

 
Nedap Belgium

1800
Belgium

Nedap Beveiligingstechniek B.V.
24

Inventi B.V.
Industrieweg 20 

Nsecure B.V.

2993
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Miscellaneous

Nedap France S.A.S.

France

Nedap Deutschland GmbH
3  

 Meerbusch

Nedap Great Britain Ltd.
1, Hercules House  

Nedap Iberia S.A.

Spain

Nedap China Ltd.  
 

 
 

Shanghai 200120 

Nedap Asia Ltd.

Nedap FZE (from 1 January 2011)
DSO Head Quarters 

Dubai 



Danny Haak

“RFID technology makes 
work more fun for retail staff 

and gives them more time 
for customers.”

Bram Pape

“Our intelligent Tweet Mirror is 
a fun factor that leads to a satisfied 
customer, retailer and … designer!”

Theo ter Ellen

“Creating a retail experience 
that leads to satisfied customers 

and higher sales.”



Substantial savings due to lighting 
and temperature control

Less shoplifting

Effective check-out staffing

Managing showcases and doors with cards, 
eliminates unsafe key system



Cube*
Cube makes store management easy. This solution provides all the building blocks for real-time  
management of energy usage, security, stocks and customer behaviour. Cube focuses on improving  
in-store operations.

Cube introduces the ‘simple store’. Instead of a multitude of appliances in the technical area, there is   a 
single compact, reliable and value-for-money designer appliance that operates with only an internet 
connection. Cube makes use of a single platform, a single simple user interface and is scalable from 
one to one thousand stores. Cube grows with the retailer block by block and can be remote-serviced to 
provide absolute peace of mind.

Cube controls the lighting, alternately dimming and brightening to ensure the best possible store  
experience at all times. The smart coordination of lighting and climate control enables a 30% energy 
savings. Lower operating expenses make a direct contribution to greening the business.
 

Recording store inventory via the light-weight Nedap RFID hand-held scanner takes only seconds, 
enabling stocks to be replenished quickly and with less staff. As a result, staff have extra time to attend 
to customers. And they never need to say “sorry, we’re sold out”, which means higher sales and more 
satisfied customers.

Staff no longer need to carry around a heavy bunch of keys on the job or tap in a PIN-protected door 
lock with the risk of a prying customer looking over their shoulder. An easy-to-programme card  
contains all the staff member’s personal details, authorises access to back rooms and check-out system, 
and is used for punching in and out.

On top of this, Cube offers maximum security thanks to its integration with the product detection 
systems, access management and the burglary alarm. Cube counts the customers, sees what products 
attract their interest and how long the customers spend in the store, so that valuable marketing  
information is immediately clear and the attending staff members can act accordingly.

“The lower the operating expenses, 
the greener retailing can be.”

*Product of Nedap Retail (security, management and information systems for the retail trade).



Hans Hammer

“Quality in a product or service is not what the supplier puts 
into it, but what the customer gets out of it and is prepared to pay 

for. Looking at processes, searching for solutions and marketing 
the end product is what makes our work so interesting.”

Charlene Chedi

“We often find solutions by thinking 
entirely outside the box. Our corporate 

culture gives us that scope.”

Gerben Olthof

“When you’re out shopping, you come 
across problems you want to solve. 

Like reducing false alarms.”

Sjoerd Luttikholt

“We work to improve the safety 
of both people and the retail organisation. 
Access control and smart article protection, 

sparing people from hassle and 
the environment from waste.”
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Nedap 

developing and supplying innovative and sustainable security and electronic control solutions and 

developing.

Long-term policy

Corporate Governance
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Corporate Governance

Responsibilities

staff
Board of Management this means pursuing 

realised. For the Supervisory Board

Risk and Risk Management

Entrepreneurial risks
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statements.

Risks that arise from breaches of company or social standards and regulations, such as fraud

Corporate Governance
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Social aspects of doing business
Nedap’s culture

society. We are convinced that sustainable business leads to sustainable growth and creates value.

Developing and supplying sustainable products, systems and services

the environment.
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Healthy commercial results

organic growth. In principle, the remainder is distributed to the shareholders.

Employees and social responsibility  

mentioned below.

Human rights

society, including businesses, must observe and secure human rights.

Free enterprise

Privacy

contacts and other individuals.
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Communication

Integrity and responsibility

Treating everyone fairly

Child labour, forced labour and slavery

Exploitation

Working conditions

Relationships
We want to do business with companies that subscribe to our ethical values and meet our social and 
environmental standards. 
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Governance

Management and supervision

annual income. 
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Remuneration policy for the Board of Management

I Fixed annual income

II Variable annual income
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redundancy scheme.

Management System

– enable management to retain control over responsibilities delegated to others,

I

  

necessary, to discuss these reports.

II

 –   capital investments.
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versus budget.

III
plans and monitors the implementation versus set targets.

IV
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External communications

Best practice provisions

  II.1.1  A management board member is appointed for a maximum period of four years. A member may be 
reappointed for a term of not more than four years at a time.

reviewed annually by the Supervisory Board.

  II.1.3  The Company shall, in any event, employ as instruments of the internal risk management and control 
system:

 b) a code of conduct should be published on the company’s website;

way in which we deal with one another.

  II.1.7  The management board shall ensure that employees have the possibility of reporting alleged irregularities 
of a general, operational and financial nature within the company to the chairman of the management 
board or to an official designated by him, without jeopardising their legal position. Alleged irregularities 
concerning the functioning of management board members shall be reported to the chairman of the 
supervisory board. The arrangements for whistleblowers shall be posted on the company’s website.
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  II.2.8  The remuneration in the event of dismissal may not exceed one year’s salary (the ‘fixed’ remuneration 
component). If the maximum of one year’s salary would be manifestly unreasonable for a management 
board member who is dismissed during his first term of office, such board member shall be eligible for 
severance pay not exceeding twice the annual salary.

II.2.13  The overview referred to in best practice provision II.2.12 shall in any event contain the following 
information:

  f) a description of the performance criteria on which the performance-related component of the variable 
remuneration is dependent in so far as disclosure would not be undesirable because the information is 
competition sensitive, and of the discretionary component of the variable remuneration that can be fixed 
by the supervisory board as it sees fit;

  

competitive reasons.
   g) a summary and account of the methods that will be applied in order to determine whether the 

performance criteria have been fulfilled;

  h) an ex-ante and ex-post account of the relationship between the chosen performance criteria and the 
strategic objectives applied, and of the relationship between remuneration and performance.

these targets and the strategic objectives cannot be given to the extent that the targets would have to 
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II.2.14  The main elements of the contract of a management board member with the company shall be made 
public after it has been concluded, and in any event no later than the date of the notice calling the general 
meeting where the appointment of the management board member will be proposed. These elements shall 
in any event include […] performance criteria to be applied.

 III.1.1  The division of duties within the supervisory board and the procedure of the supervisory board shall be laid 
down in terms of reference. The supervisory board’s terms of reference shall include a paragraph dealing 
with its relations with the management board, the general meeting and the central works council or works 
council. The terms of reference shall be posted on the company’s website.

 III.3.3  After their appointment, all supervisory board members shall follow an induction programme, which, 
in any event, covers general financial and legal affairs, financial reporting by the company, any specific 
aspects that are unique to the company and its business activities, and the responsibilities of a supervisory 
board member. The supervisory board shall conduct an annual review to identify any aspects with regard 
to which the supervisory board members require further training or education during their period of 
appointment. The company shall play a facilitating role in this respect.

 III.3.5  A person may be appointed to the supervisory board for a maximum of three four-year terms.

 III.4.1 The chairman of the supervisory board shall see to it that:
 a) the supervisory board members follow their induction and education or training programme;
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 III.6.5  … The company shall draw up regulations governing ownership of and transactions in securities by 
management or supervisory board members, other than securities issued by their ‘own’ company.

    IV.1 Principle 
  ............. The Company shall, in so far as possible, give shareholders the opportunity to vote by proxy and to 

communicate with all other shareholders.

 IV.1.4  The policy of the Company on additions to reserves and on dividends (the level and purpose of the addition 
to reserves, the amount of the dividend and the type of dividend) shall be dealt with and explained as a 
separate agenda item at the general meeting of shareholders.

discussion item on the agenda.

 IV.1.5  A resolution to pay a dividend shall be dealt with as a separate agenda item at the general meeting of 
shareholders.

 IV.3.9  …………. and resolutions for the appointment of management board members […] shall be submitted 
separately to the general meeting.

general meeting.

  V.2.1  The external auditor may be questioned by the general meeting in relation to his report on the fairness of 
the financial statements. The external auditor shall for this purpose attend and be entitled to address this 
meeting.
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  V.3.1  The external auditor and the audit committee shall be involved in drawing up the work schedule of the 
internal auditor. They shall also take cognizance of the findings of the internal auditor.

 Supervisory Board:
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Information on the company structure and control pursuant to the Decree on section 
10 of the Takeover Directive

Capital structure

shares are bearer shares.

Stichting Medewerkerparticipatie Nedap

Stichting Preferente Aandelen Nedap

the option is exercised. 
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Voting rights

Disclosure pursuant to Act on the Disclosure of Major Holdings in Listed Companies

reported in connection with control and shareholdings:

 March 2011 March 2010
 in %

15.11
13.45
10.41 10.41

8.20 8.20
7.11
5.19 
5.06

-
(100.00)

Total 64.53
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Appointment and dismissal of directors

dismissal.

Appointment and dismissal of supervisory directors

Authority of the Board of Management to issue shares and acquire treasury shares

excluded by the body appointed to decide on share issues.

applicable plan.
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Amendment of the articles of association

Restrictive agreements with shareholders

Significant matters on a take-over bid

shares.
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Provisions of the Articles of Association concerning Special Rights

The Supervisory Board has been granted certain special rights, including:
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Provisions of the Articles of Association concerning Approval of Resolutions by the 
Board of Management in accordance with Article 20
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Board:

a consolidated balance sheet, according to the consolidated balance sheet with notes, as stated in the most 



Rianne Breitner

“Together with seven creative 
ladies we come up with and 

prepare surprising and healthy dishes 
for our restaurant every day.”

Lissa Kooijman

“Some products lead to 
greater social awareness. 

You transfer knowledge and 
change people’s daily lives.”

Jacques Hulshof

“I make sure that we are aware of and comply 
with the strictest standards and requirements 
that customers and governments around the 

world set for our products. That’s a rewarding job.”



Fons Bluemink

“You’re only limited, if you don’t 
use your capabilities. That’s what 

we think at Inventi.”
Miranda Hoitink

“By effectively organising processes, 
we can offer more appropriate work. 

At Inventi this leads to a thriving staff.”



Nedap*
All too often companies look to the future when it comes to Corporate Social Responsibility. What do we 
want to achieve? What are we going to do? What good intentions can we put on paper? But that is not 
where CSR starts…It starts in the soul of the organisation; in the hearts of the people who work there. 
Sustainable entrepreneurship starts by looking in the mirror!

“If it’s not in the heart, the head can’t do it. Creating and doing good stems from the intrinsic drive to 
want what is good. This characterises the Nedap employees, wherever you encounter them, and at all 
levels. This characterises the organisation that they form together.”

At Inventi, Nedap’s independent production company, the team is strengthened with people who have 
work limitations and difficulty finding jobs. They are full-fledged production employees and we  
challenge them to make full use of their capabilities. By making extra investments and with a little extra 
effort from the permanent Nedap employees, we put opportunities within their reach – so that their 
strength becomes Inventi’s strength.

In Nedap’s kitchen and restaurant, there is a deep-felt awareness that ‘good’ can always be better. That’s 
why the catering ladies put all their culinary creativity into serving up healthy – and surprising – meals 
for all their colleagues and guests. And they return all the compliments in the form of even tastier  
dishes.

Quality, safety, sustainability: at Nedap these are not empty phrases. Every Nedap employee is deeply 
aware that all Nedap products must incorporate these characteristics. Some employees focus on these 
aspects as part of their daily work: travelling around the world, visiting institutions, participating in 
conferences, and sitting on committees to ensure that everyone within Nedap knows and stays abreast 
of what our society wants, both today and tomorrow!

Where there is a will, the way must often still be paved…Nedap paves the way by giving employees the 
freedom to come up with out-of-the-box solutions, by creating scope to nurture their ideas into  
innovative products. In this way, a wacky idea in 2010 can evolve into an amazing solution in 2011.

A solution that matters.

*Product of the Nedap employees



Tonnie te Braake

“With a little bit of extra explanation, our 
temporary staff at Inventi with work limitations 

have no problem operating the testing equipment.”

Johan Roovers

“Quality is about more than just 
delivering a perfect product.

 It is also about avoiding waste.”



ColofonColofon
Graphic design Studio Kluif

Photography Arthur Dries

Lithography and printing Drukkerij Tesink

Translation Bosch & Bosch 

In addition to those photographed, other Nedap employees 

also made a creative contribution to this report.

Nedap N.V.

PO box 6

NL-7140  AA Groenlo

T +31(0)544 47 1111

F +31(0)544 46 3475

www.nedap.com

This is a translation of the original Dutch report. In the event 

of any conflict of interpretation, the Dutch will prevail.







See more Nedap projects at
www.nedap.com/projects

See more Nedap projects at
www.nedap.com/projects
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